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	Comprehensive coverage on Business Connectivity Services within SharePoint 2010


	As Microsoft’s new multipurpose portal technology, Business Connectivity Services (BCS) is a brand new way for SharePoint users to seamlessly access and integrate data from any application or databases within SharePoint 2010. With this in-depth guide, a team of SharePoint experts walks you through the features of the new BCS, including the ability for users to view and modify the data from SharePoint 2010 with BCS. You’ll explore how to use BCS, deploy solutions, create external content types and lists, create .NET host connectors, and more.

	
		Business Connectivity Services (BCS) allows you to seamlessly access and integrate data from any application or databases within SharePoint 2010
	
		Demonstrates how to create BCS solutions with the SharePoint Designer in SharePoint 2010 and Office
	
		Provides a clear overview of the BCS API
	
		Addresses creating external content types and lists
	
		Explains how to develop search-based solutions with BCS



	Professional Business Connectivity Services in SharePoint 2010 provides you with thorough coverage on this new multipurpose portal technology.
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2003

	You want to make an animated film. You've got the idea. You've got Macromedia Flash. But where do you start? What's the best way to script your cartoon, how do you start animating with Flash, what do you really need to know in order to get your ideas out there to make you famous?


	Who better to ask than two seasoned...
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Markov Networks in Evolutionary Computation (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Markov networks and other probabilistic graphical modes have recently received an upsurge in attention from Evolutionary computation community, particularly in the area of Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs).  EDAs have arisen as one of the most successful experiences in the application of machine learning methods in...
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The Physics CompanionTaylor & Francis, 2003
The Physics Companion is a revision aid and study guide for undergraduates in physics. It covers the core topics, deriving key concepts and equations in clear one-page figure-rich descriptions. Each subsection contains a summary of the main equations, together with a set of worked examples. 

The topics covered include:
...
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Treewidth: Computations and Approximations (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994

	This treatise investigates a number of problems related to treewidth and pathwidth of graphs. The main objective is to obtain good bounds on the complexity of determining the treewidth and pathwidth for various classes of graphs.


	Originating from the author's Ph.D. thesis, this monograph presents original own work....
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Computer Security for the Home and Small OfficeApress, 2004

	Computer Security for the Home and Small Office addresses the long-neglected security needs of everyday users in the home, company workstation, and SOHO (small office/home office) categories, with emphasis on system hardening, eliminating malware, user and Internet privacy, encryption, and data hygiene.


	The book offers...
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The Standard ML Basis LibraryCambridge University Press, 2002
SML is an influential programming language that represents many state-of-the-art aspects of language design in a form usable for everyday programming.  The language is in use worldwide, with applications ranging from network communication to theorem proving. The definition for SML's standard library, this work concisely describes the types and...
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